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A DECOMPOSITION THEOREM FOR CLOSED COMPACT

CONNECTED P.L. n-MANIFOLDS

b. g. casler

Abstract. Let M be a compact connected P.L. /i-manifold

without boundary. Then M is the union of 3 sets Bit E2 and F where

Eit i' = l, 2, is homomorphic to the interior of an n-ball and Fis the

P.L. image of an (n — l)-sphere. Further each point of Fis a limit

point of E, and E,.

It is well known that an «-sphere is the union of three disjoint sets F1;

F2, F where Ey and £2 are topologically equivalent to an Euclidean «-space

and F is topologically equivalent to an («— l)-sphere. The set F can be

thought of as an embedded (n— l)-sphere in an «-sphere. In this note it

will be shown that every compact connected «-manifold has a very similar

property. Namely,

Theorem. Every compact connected P.L. n-manifold, without boundary

«>0, is the union of three disjoint sets Eu E2 and F where

(i) Et is topologically equivalent to En,

(ii) F if the P.L. image of Sn~l,

(iii) each point of F is a limit point of £f, /= 1, 2.

Proof. Let M be a closed compact connected combinatorial «-mani-

fold of dimension ^3. (The theorem is trivial for dimension 1 and an

obvious modification of the proof for dimension _:3 will yield a proof of

the theorem for dimension 2.) Let F be some fixed triangulation that is the

second barycentric subdivision of some triangulation of M. Choose some

n-simplex a in F. It was shown in [1] that there is a spine A'of M\Int(cr)

such that

(i) the closure of each component of each intrinsic skeleton is a

combinatorial cell triangulated by the 3rd barycentric subdivision, F3,

of F,

(ii) if p is a vertex of K, then the closure of each component of

St(/J, M)\Kis a cell,

(iii) A'is of dimension («—1) at each point of K.
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Let C(„_i),3 and Q^a.j be the components of the intrinsic («—1)-

skeleton and the intrinsic (n — 2)-skeleton of A" respectively. If C(n_2)i3cr

Cl(C(»-i),i), let AUj be a polyhedral arc from a point /».-eInt(Cl(C(B_lu))

to a point of c73eInt(CI(C<n„2>>3)). Since dimension of it may be

assumed that lnt(^i 3)nlnt(y4r s)= 0 if ij^r or jj±s and that Int(/lij3-)-=

IntfCKQ,,^!),,)). Let H' be a maximal tree in the union of the A{tj's. Let

H<=H' be a subtree such that if f/6/f, q3 is of order at least 2. For each

q,eH, let St(^AF, Ti)=Bj. Because of properties of K, P3 nCKQ^,.,)

is either an («— l)-cell orempty. If (^nCu_Uii)n// contains anarch such

that <73ey4 then call Cl(.ß3 nC(„_-.),,) a good cell. Otherwise call

CI^PiC,,.,)^) a bad cell.

Let A" be K with the interiors of all bad cells deleted. Since

C1L5, nC(„_!),,) is a cell, the closure of each component of the intrinsic

(«— l)-skeleton of K' is a cell. Let K* be the union of all the boundaries of

all the closures of the components of the intrinsic (n — l)-skeletoi of K'.

Let L=C\(K'\N(K*, M, F5)). (N(K, L, T') denotes the union of the closed

simplices of L triangulated by F* that have a vertex in K.) Since L is the

union of («-l)-cells LU//collapses to H. Let (|J BZ)KJN(L, M, F5) = g.

By construction M\lnt(a) collapses to Q. Since the neighborhood was

taken in the 5th barycentric subdivision each point of K* is accessible

from a. Hence the point set boundary of Q is the P.L. image of S"'1 and

M\Q is homeomorphic to E". Since LU/Y is collapsible, Int(ß) is homeo-

morphic to En and the theorem follows.
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